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General Comment
No No NO absolutely not.. .don't you dare add more water destroying elements to this ridiculous Grid... we need
to dismantle to begin with.. .We must stop the stupid Idea of Giant Generation and pushing down wires for miles
and miles to get to end user and demand you spend the exact same BILLIONS OF DOLLARS on Distributed
Generation @ point of use like Edison envisioned to begin with....
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The 1 st Millennium Renewable and
Sustainable World Energy Prognosis
A truly Holistic and Sustainable approach to controlled Environment Living.
The Perfect Retirement and Retreat Community for the South Eastern North
American Continent.
1. Fresh Local grown Fruits and Vegetables from a vast Hydroponics growing
stations and massive irrigation farms.
2. All Electricity from Base load to Peak Power Solar, Vertical Axis Wind, and
Hydro-kinetically Generated.
3. Solar Powered electric car recharging stations.
4. Airport with only Plug-in/Hybrid and totally Electric vehicles for rent.
5. A truly Green and lasting Community for the 1 st Millennium.

TurboGreenTM Energy
Advanced turbo-machinery solutions for
improved and emerging green energy
technologies for the

2 1 st

Century.

The world's growing demand for renewable,
sustainable, and environmentally friendly electricity
is being provided by a broad and fragmented mix of
green energy technologies. And virtually all refined,
new, and proposed technologies for generating
"green" electricity rely on improved designs for
turbines, compressors, expanders, pumps, and fans
to make them economically and environmentally
viable. Solar, wind, hydro/hydrokintic, tidal, wave,
geothermal, and biomass energy resources require
advanced turbo-machinery designs to efficiently
extract power from low-density flows, and to help
justify the value proposition required for project

Recent advances in turbine design and
rotor materials are helping realize the
objectives of generating reliable and
economical electricity from repetitive

wave action.

success.

Fish-safe hydroelectric turbine design
reduces fish kill while efficiently
generating power.

A Total "green" Turbo-machinery Resource
The success of a highly effective and sustainable turbo-green machine operating over a
wide range of conditions can often depend on advances and breakthroughs in turbomachinery design and manufacturing facilitated by highly specialized CAE and CAM
software systems. To meet optimum performance goals, many turbo-green impeller
designs will utilize thin, highly sculpted, and closely spaced blade shapes. But to be cost
competitive with fossil-fueled power generation, these elegant solutions must be
complemented with sophisticated tool-path programs for accurate and economical 5-axis
milling. Advancing and optimizing designs to provide energy saving and
manufacturability solutions is considered a core capability at Concepts NREC, and those
skills and proprietary tools are well demonstrated by the variety of advanced technology
turbo-machinery CN has developed for green energy technologies
Advancing and optimizing designs to provide energy saving and manufacturability
solutions is considered a core capability at Concepts NREC, and those skills and
proprietary tools are well demonstrated by the variety of advanced technology turbomachinery CN has developed for green energy technologies.
Advancements in turbo-machinery design and manufacturing for turbogreen technologies
The engineering practices perfected in traditional turbo-machinery development are now
being applied to the newest generation of turbo green equipment being incorporated into
virtually all the latest technologies for renewable and sustainable power. Some of these
turbo-machines are relatively mature but continue to be optimized for even better
performance, efficiency, and energy conservation, as well as for new applications and
special requirements. The turbo-machinery implications for each technology reveal many
opportunities for performance improvements as well as potential engineering
breakthroughs like Vertical axis Magnetic Levitation Wind and Solar Hybrids.

Wind Turbines and Compressors
Newer blade designs operatingmore efficiently on low flows
Utility-scale commercial wind farms are now considered a mature technology and have
become economically competitive (even with coal-fueled generation) in select coastal
locations. Micro wind-capture designs for onsite power generation are now being
developed to operate on gentle and less consistent winds.
Several radically different and highly efficient axial and radial impeller designs are now
emerging that will effectively accommodate urban and onsite installations. To be viable,
these small wind turbines will require much less wind for start-up (as low as 5 mph) and
for optimum levels of efficiency.
Wind-turbine turbo-machinery is also being further refined to reduce the environmental
impacts of noise and bird kills. New bird-safe blade shapes are especially needed for
offshore regions within migratory flight paths. In another wind-power cycle, a wind
turbine is used to drive a compressor. The stored compressed air is available to drive a
turbine generator (or some other application) at times when needed.

Solar Turbines
Multi-fuel turbines driven by concentratedsolar-thermalenergy
Both electrical and thermal-solar-powered energy systems will primarily focus on
distributed generation for industrial/commercial-scale sites. Utility-scale solar plants will
require even more sophisticated and efficient turbo-machinery to overcome several
limiting factors that include only partial predictability for periods of solar generation and
the amount of power that will be produced.
However, newer and better solar technologies using concentrated solar heat (at 400'F and
considerably higher) to drive a steam or gas turbine are promising to more effectively,
efficiently, and practically utilize solar energy for electrical generation or to power some
other thermal application such as an absorption chiller. The overlying turbo-machinery
challenge in all solar technologies and applications is to further advance turbine and
pump efficiency in an effort to reduce their $/Watt installed cost.

Hydro/Hydro-kinetic electric Turbines

Capturingenergy in ocean estuary flows and in rivers without dams
There is still potential for improving the "water to wire" efficiency of most existing
hydropower turbines, and with no further negative consequence to the environment. And
there is also enormous potential for new hydroelectric designs that can provide
continuous and predictable power from various low-head, low-power water flows without the need for dams - that may also vary dramatically by location or season. With
an energy density 850 times greater than wind, even slow flowing waters can be an
effective energy resource for a highly efficient hydrokinetic turbine.
These same turbo-green technologies are also planned to operate effectively in the low
flows of underground streams and falling water. The underwater streams of ocean
estuaries are an especially reliable energy resource for driving a hydrokinetic turbine.

Tidal-Current and Wave-Compressor Turbines
Dependably extractingenergy without affectingflow or the environment
Within the mix of natural (and national) energy resources, the enormous potential in
repetitive ocean waves and tidal currents is now being addressed by several turbo-green
technologies that propose to most efficiently extract energy without affecting the flow or
the environment. Because all water-flow and wave-powered systems operate in a

relatively harsh environment, turbo-machinery must be designed to operate at peak
effectiveness over a wide range of conditions, as well as be optimized for reliability and
durability.
One promising technology is a tidal-current turbine designed to harness energy from
various marine currents. The unique Golay vertical-axis tidal-current turbine uses
hydrofoil blades placed helically around an axis to operate bi-directionally as tides go in
and out. An underwater tidal turbine farm would operate much like an offshore wind
farm except for the added complexities involved in a relatively harsher underwater
environment.
Another turbo-green solution uses an oscillating water column (OWC) to capture and
convert ocean-wave energy into compressed air to drive an air-turbine generator. The
core technology incorporates a patented high-efficiency, variable-pitch turbine in which
an electro-mechanical blade-pitch control enables rotation in the same direction
irrespective of the bidirectional airflow of the OWC system.

Geothermal Pumps and Turbines
More effectively utilizing thermal-energy resources below the earth's crust
Newer geothermal electric-power plants using binary-cycle systems are capable of
operating efficiently at relatively low temperatures of about 225°F to 360'F (compared to
dry-steam or flash-steam plants). However, to further reduce the high capital cost per
kilowatt of power generated, there is a great incentive to modify the turbo-machinery
used in this Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) in an attempt to achieve maximum potential
effectiveness.
To obtain meaningful improvements, these turbo-machinery systems require more
efficient pumps and turbines. One such gravity head energy system (GHES) uses a
compact and highly efficient turbo-expander pump installed deep within the wellbore.
This highly advanced turbo-green design significantly increases the overall cycle
efficiency by at least 20% and up to 30%.

Biomass Steam Turbines
Operatingon combustible wood waste andfuel crops
Steam turbines have long been a natural green energy choice for onsite CHP plants with
access to a nearby supply of low-cost biomass fuel. On a utility scale, many operators are
now converting coal plants to operate on much cleaner biomass wood chips. A wood
chip-fired boiler can generate pressurized steam at 950'F to drive a steam turbine, and
biomass power plants can operate 24/7 or on call as needed. And although steam-turbine
technology in a biomass cycle is considered quite mature, advanced capabilities in turbomachinery design will now allow even higher efficiencies, cleaner emissions, and
reduced expenses.

Biogas Turbines
Fueledby combustible waste gas from landfills and wastewater digesters
Today's second and third generation micro-turbines are now employing advanced and
refined turbo-machinery designs that permit operation at higher temperatures to achieve
ever better efficiencies and cleaner emissions. And new turbine designs are in
development for multi-fuel hybrid cycles that might, as in one case; operate alternatively
on biogas fuel when solar-thermal energy is not available.
Even with grid availability, some small gas turbines operating on methane collected from
landfills or wastewater digesters can provide continuous electricity at efficiencies and
rates comparable to a utility. And many sites currently operating reciprocating-engine
generators supplied by a biogas fuel are retrofitting gas turbines for onsite power because
the latest gas-turbine technology provides significantly lower emissions, better reliability,
longer service intervals, and reduced maintenance.
Solar Desalination and Atmospheric Water Generators (water from thin
air) AquaBoy
Low cost and easily deployed "Desalination in a Box" and all solar powered. The onset
of the Atmospheric Water Generators is not new, but has its advantages in certain areas.
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Constructioncompanies worldwide are shifting their business toward green building;
with 51 percent of respondents to a survey by researchfirm McGraw-Hill Construction
saying they expect more than 60 percent of their work to be green by 2015.
This is a significant increase from the 28 percent that said the same for their work in 2013
and the 13 percent in 2008, according to the company's latest Smart-Market
Report, World Green Building Trends. This trend is not localized to one country or
region; from 2012 to 2015, the number of firms anticipating that more than 60 percent of
their work will be green more than triples in South Africa; more than doubles
in Germany, Norway and Brazil; and grows between 33 and 68 percent in the United
States, Singapore, the United Kingdom, the United Arab Emirates and Australia, the
report says...
We will acceleratethis in the Caribbeanand throughoutthe Americas as all new
constructionResidentialor Commercial will have
built in Renewable Energy Methodologies.
Meanwhile, back home we will implement a Low Cost Solar Housing Initiative
in the most densely populatedareas of the country.
One of the largestproblems, still plaguing Urban Areas,
Not enough low cost housing.
Let alone...one that costs less to live in.

Together we can make a difference

Advanced Technology Industries Inc
NRG National Realty Group LLC

(a wooman owned minority corp.)

EPHOT Environmental Prototype Homes of Tomorrow
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401 E. Las Olas Blvd
14 Floor Bank America Tower
Fort Lauderdale Florida, 33301
888.448.9188
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